
2nd Grade Rubric (2022-2023)
High Frequency Words

1st Grading Period 2nd Grading Period 3rd Grading Period
shall pull again own before around
give work their show four would
live water eight grow hurt could

which called every goes after also
much long please new under always
such think years yellow other call
been sing carry funny better fall
upon thank find only number small
seven drink buy people over walk
little know kind pretty never because
open write light myself different
even once right don’t another
those things try does together
these words both warm
some wash hold full
come put cold done
going most through
laugh old about



Literacy

Student Expectations

1
Beginning

Student demonstrates
minimal understanding

and needs support.

2
Progressing

Student demonstrates
some understanding of
the standard but lacks

proficiency in key
areas.

3
Satisfactory

Student demonstrates
understanding of the
grade-level standard.

4
Mastery

Student demonstrates
comprehensive,

in-depth
understanding of the
grade-level standard.

Foundational Skills (Phonological Awareness, Phonics, Spelling)
1st Reporting Period

Produces a series of rhyming words (2.2Ai)

Teacher will say a word and students will produce two or more
words that rhyme with the initial word.

Student is able to produce a
series of rhyming words.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to produce a
series of rhyming words.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to produce a
series of rhyming words.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to produce a
series of rhyming words.

(9-10 times)

Distinguish between long and short vowel sounds in multisyllabic
words (2.Aii)

Student correctly
distinguishes between long

and short vowel sounds.
(0-3 times)

Student correctly
distinguishes between long

and short vowel sounds.
(4-6 times)

Student correctly
distinguishes between long

and short vowel sounds.
(7-8 times)

Student correctly
distinguishes between long

and short vowel sounds.
(9-10 times)

Decode multisyllabic words with closed syllables/trigraphs/blends
(2.Bi/iii)

Student is able to decode
words with closed

syllables.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with closed

syllables.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with closed

syllables.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with closed syllables.

(9-10 times)

Spell one syllable & multisyllabic words with closed
syllables/trigraphs/blends (2.Ci/iv)

Student is able to spell
words with closed

syllables.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
words with closed

syllables.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
words with closed

syllables.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
words with closed syllables.

(9-10 times)

Decode multisyllabic words with final stable syllables (c+le)
(2.Biii)

Student is able to decode
words with final stable

syllables.(c+le)
(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with final stable

syllables.(c+le)
(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with final stable

syllables.(c+le)
(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with final stable

syllables.(c+le)
(9-10 times)

Spell one syllable & multisyllabic words with final stable syllables
(c+le)
(2.Ci/iv)

Student is able to spell
words with final stable

syllables.(c+le)
(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
words with final stable

syllables.(c+le)
(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
words with final stable

syllables.(c+le)
(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
words with final stable

syllables.(c+le)
(9-10 times)

Decode multisyllabic words with open syllables (2.Bi/iii) Student is able to decode
words with open syllables.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with open syllables.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with open syllables..

(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with open syllables.

(9-10 times)



Spell one syllable & multisyllabic words with open syllables
(2.Ci/iv)

Student is able to spell
words with open syllables.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
words with open syllables.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
words with open syllables.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
words with open syllables.

(9-10 times)

Decode multisyllabic words with Vce
syllables/trigraphs/blends(2.Bi/iii)

Student is able to decode
words with VCe syllables.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with VCe syllables.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with VCe syllables.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with VCe syllables.

(9-10 times)

Spell one syllable & multisyllabic words with Vce
syllables/trigraphs/blends(2.Ci/iv)

Student is able to  spell
words with VCe syllables.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to  spell
words with VCe syllables.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to  spell
words with VCe syllables.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to  spell
words with VCe syllables.

(9-10 times)

Decode words with silent letters (2.Bii)
Student is able to decode
words with silent letters.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with silent letters.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with silent letters.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with silent letters.

(9-10 times)

Spell words with silent letters (2.Cii/iv)
Student is able to spell

words with silent letters.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
words with silent letters.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
words with silent letters.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
words with silent letters.

(9-10 times)
Decode words with inflectional endings (2.Bvi) Student is able to decode

words with inflectional
endings.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with inflectional

endings.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with inflectional

endings.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with inflectional

endings.
(9-10 times)

Spell words with inflectional endings (2.Cvi) Student is able to spell
words with inflectional

endings.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
words with inflectional

endings.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
words with inflectional

endings.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
words with inflectional

endings.
(9-10 times)

2nd Reporting Period

Recognize when a phoneme is changed in a spoken word(2.Aiii)

Student can recognize
changes in phonemes in a

spoken word.
(0-3 times)

Student can recognize
changes in phonemes in a

spoken word.
(4-6 times)

Student can recognize
changes in phonemes in a

spoken word.
(7-8 times)

Student can recognize
changes in phonemes in a

spoken word.
(9-10 times)

Decode multisyllabic words with vowel teams/trigraphs/blends
(2.Bi/iii)

Student is able to decode
words with vowel team

syllables.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with vowel team

syllables.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with vowel team

syllables.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with vowel team

syllables.
(9-10 times)

Spell one syllable & multisyllabic words with vowel
teams/trigraphs/blends (2.Ci/iv)

Student is able to spell
words with vowel team

syllables.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
words with vowel team

syllables.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
words with vowel team

syllables.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
words with vowel team

syllables.
(9-10 times)

Decode compound words(2.Biv) Student is able to decode
common compound words.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
common compound words.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
common compound words.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
common compound words.

(9-10 times)

Spell compound words(2.Ciii) Student is able to spell
common compound words.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
common compound words.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
common compound words.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
common compound words.

(9-10 times)



Decode contractions(2.Biv) Student is able to decode
contractions.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
contractions.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
contractions.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
contractions.
(9-10 times)

Spell contractions(2.Ciii) Student is able to spell
contractions.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
contractions.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
contractions.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
contractions.
(9-10 times)

Alphabetize a series of words to the first and second letter(2.D). Student is able to
alphabetize to the first

letter with adult assistance.

Student is able to
alphabetize to the first letter
consistently without adult

assistance.

Student is able to
alphabetize to the second

letter with adult assistance.

Student is able to
alphabetize to the second
letter consistently without

adult assistance.
3rd Reporting Period

Manipulate phonemes within base words(2.2Aiv)
Teacher says - “we are going to add/change/delete a sound in this

word…what is the new word?

Student is able to
manipulate phonemes

within base words.
(0-5 times)

Student is able to
manipulate phonemes

within base words.
(6-9 times)

Student is able to
manipulate phonemes

within base words.
(10-12 times)

Student is able to
manipulate phonemes

within base words.
(13-15 times)

Decode multisyllabic words with r-controlled syllables (2.Biii)

Student is able to decode
words with r-controlled

syllables.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with r-controlled

syllables.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with r-controlled

syllables.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with r-controlled

syllables.
(9-10 times)

Spell one syllable & multisyllabic words with r-controlled syllables
(2.Ci/iv)

Student is able to spell
words with r-controlled

syllables.
(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
words with r-controlled

syllables.
(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
words with r-controlled

syllables.
(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
words with r-controlled

syllables.
(9-10 times)

Decode words with prefixes(2.Bvi) Student is able to decode
words with prefixes.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to decode
words with prefixes.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to decode
words with prefixes.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to decode
words with prefixes.

(9-10 times)

Spell words with prefixes (2.Cvi) Student is able to spell
words with prefixes.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to spell
words with prefixes.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to spell
words with prefixes.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to spell
words with prefixes.

(9-10 times)

Reading Comprehension and Response
1st Reporting Period

Monitor comprehension and make adjustments within grade level
texts(2.6I)
Reading Levels Correlation Chart

Use observations and running records. Running records allow a
teacher to determine what strategies students are using to help

Student is able to monitor
comprehension and make
adjustments within grade

level texts (Levels I-J)

Student is able to monitor
comprehension and make
adjustments within grade

level texts (Level K)

Student is able to monitor
comprehension and make
adjustments within grade

level texts (Level L )

Student is able to monitor
comprehension and make
adjustments within grade
level texts (Levels M+)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IV4YDKmrIfNnMrs6ZdoZUz8F028znKj5/view?usp=sharing


comprehend what they read. The teacher can observe when
students reread and can monitor when students are using visual
cues to support understanding. The teacher needs to be present to
observe students when they are asking questions for understanding
and using background knowledge to help them understand. While
this can also be observed in a whole-group setting, one-on-one or
small-group reading is where the teacher can observe this entire
SE in action.
Describe and understand plot elements(2.8C)
Ask students to verbally identify and explain the main events,
identify the conflict and resolution, and describe the progression of
the plot in chronological order in a whole-group discussion or a
small-group setting.

Examples:

● First, ask students to identify the main idea of a story and
name some supporting details.

● Then, ask students to retell the plot in chronological order.
● Next, ask students to discuss the conflict and resolution of

a story.

Student is unable to
describe and understand
the elements of plot in a
literary text read aloud,

even with adult assistance.

Student is able to identify
elements of plot in a

literary text read aloud with
adult assistance.

Student is able to describe
elements of plot in a

literary text read aloud,
including the main events,

with adult assistance.

Student is able to describe
elements of plot in a literary

text read aloud, including
the main events in a story,

and the problem/resolution,
with adult assistance.

Describe the importance of setting(2.8D)
Ask students, after reading a story, to draw the setting and write
one sentence about how the setting is important to the story.

The student is able to give
the name of the setting in

very generic terms but
cannot explain the

importance of the setting
(e.g., outside or inside)

The student is able to give
the name of the setting in
more detailed terms and
explain how the setting
helped the events in the

story happen.

The student is able to name
the setting specifically, give
a detailed description of the
setting, and explain how it

makes the events in the
story possible.

The student is able to name
the setting specifically, give
a detailed description of the
setting, and explain how the
setting greatly impacts the
story by articulating how a

different setting would have
a different outcome.

Recognize the central idea and supporting evidence(2.9Di)
Observe student responses while reading a text in a whole-group or
small-group context. Students should be able to identify the central
idea and provide at least four pieces of supporting evidence with
the prompting of a teacher. The teacher can prompt student
thinking by asking questions.

Examples:

● What is the most important thing that happened in the
text?

● Can you name three details that tell you what the most
important thing was?

The student is unable to
identify the central idea or

provide supporting
evidence even with adult

assistance.

The student is able to
identify the central idea but

is unable to provide
supporting evidence even

with adult assistance.

The student is able to
identify the central idea and

is inconsistently able to
provide supporting
evidence with adult

assistance.

The student is able to
identify the central idea and
is able to provide supporting

evidence with adult
assistance.



● What evidence led you to determining the central idea of
the text?

2nd Reporting Period
Synthesize information to create new understanding(2.6H)
Observe students during authentic discussions about books. This
can happen during whole-group read-aloud or small-group
reading instruction. Ask students to take information from a text
and think beyond it to assess their ability to synthesize information.
A teacher can prompt students by asking questions. Student
responses will vary depending on the question. Mastery will be
apparent if students are able to use information from the text to
create a new understanding or creative thinking to answer those
questions.

● How else could you solve the problem in this story?
● Is there a better solution that would have made the story

different?
● Can you create an alternative ending to this story? How

would it change things?
● How has this story changed your thinking about

__________ (story topic)?

The student is unable to
synthesize information to
create new understanding
even with adult assistance.

The student is able to
synthesize information but

is unable to create new
understanding, even with

adult assistance.

The student is able to
synthesize information to
create new understandings

with adult assistance.

The student is able to
synthesize information to
create new understandings
without adult assistance.

Make inferences and use evidence to support understanding(2.6F)

Observe students during authentic discussions that occur in
whole-group or small-group settings. A teacher can prompt
students by asking them strategic questions that lead them to make
inferences and use evidence to support responses. 

● What do you think the character is feeling in this story? 
● How do you know? 
● What do you think will happen next? 
● Why do you think that?

Student is unable to make
logical inferences from a

text (can only recall what is
explicitly stated), even with

adult assistance.

Student is able to make
logical inferences but does
not use evidence to support

their understanding.

Student is able to make
logical inferences and use
evidence to support their
understanding with adult

assistance.

Student is able to make
logical inferences and use
evidence to support their

understanding without adult
assistance.

Identify the meaning of and use words with grade level
affixes(2.3C)

Student is able to identify
& use words with grade
level affixes correctly.

(0-3 times)

Student is able to identify
& use words with grade
level affixes correctly.

(4-6 times)

Student is able to identify
& use words with grade
level affixes correctly.

(7-8 times)

Student is able to identify &
use words with grade level

affixes correctly.
(9-10 times)

Recognize organizational pattern-chronological order(2.9Diii)

Ask students to identify the organizational patterns that are used
while reading a text in a whole-group or small-group context.

The student is unable to
recognize the

organizational pattern of
The student is able to

recognize the
organizational pattern of

The student is able to
recognize the

organizational pattern of

The student is able to
recognize the organizational

pattern of chronological
order that is used while



Example:

● What organizational pattern did the author use in the
book and why would he or she have chosen that?

● Do you think this book uses chronological order and why?
● I see a lot of words and phrases like next and finally.
● What organizational pattern is the author using and why

do you think the author is using that pattern?

chronological order even
with adult assistance.

chronological order with
minimal adult assistance.

chronological order with
adult assistance.

reading a text without adult
assistance.

Recognize characteristics of persuasive text(2.9Ei)
Observe student responses before, during and after reading a text.
Ask students what type of text each book is and how they know.
Students will have to identify that the book is a persuasive text,
articulate what the author is trying to persuade the reader to do or
believe, and explain what characteristics within the text helped
them determine that the text was persuasive.

The student is unable to
recognize and identify a

persuasive text.

The student is able to
identify that a text is
persuasive with adult

assistance.

The student is able to
identify that a text is

persuasive and name what
the author is trying to

persuade the reader about
with adult assistance.

The student is able to
identify that a text is

persuasive, name what the
author is trying to persuade

the reader about, and
explain how he or she

knows.

Explain visual patterns and structures in a variety of poems(2.9B)
Use observations during whole-group read-aloud or small-group
instruction to identify who is able to notice and discuss the visual
patterns and structures in poetry and who needs more support.

The student is unable to
explain visual patterns and
structures in a variety of
poems, even with adult

assistance.

The student is able to
explain visual patterns or
structures in a variety of

poems with adult
assistance.

The student is able to
explain visual patterns and

structures in a variety of
poems with adult

assistance.

The student is able to
explain visual patterns and
structures in a variety of

poems without adult
assistance.

Identify the use of first or third person(2.10E)
Observe student responses during class discussions. Students must
be able to identify whether a text is written in first or third person.
Ask students to listen to or read a story and determine if it is
written in first or third person. Once students state their answers,
ask them to explain why.

The student is unable to
identify the use of first or

third person, even with
adult assistance.

The student is able to
identify the use of first or
third person but unable to

explain why.

The student is able to
identify the use of first or
third person and explain

why with adult assistance.

The student is able to
identify the use of first or
third person and explain

why without adult
assistance.

3rd Reporting Period
Evaluate details read to determine key ideas(2.6G)

Observe students during authentic discussions about books. This
can happen during whole-group read-aloud or small-group
reading instruction. Students should be able to state the key idea or
most important point in the story in whole-group discussions.
Students needs to be able to consider more than one detail in the
story to support choosing the key idea. It is important that students
can explain how they came to their decision. A teacher can prompt
students by asking questions.

Examples:

● What is the most important part in this story? How do you
know?

The student is unable to
evaluate details read to

determine key ideas, even
with adult assistance.

The student is able to
evaluate details but needs

more support with
expressing his or her
thinking with adult

assistance.

The student is able to
evaluate details and can
articulate how he or she
determined what the key

idea was with adult
assistance.

The student is able to
evaluate details and can
articulate how he or she
determined what the key
idea was without adult

assistance.



● What is the key idea of the story? Why do you think that?
● What is the key event in this story? How can you tell?
● What are some things that you heard in the story that

support your answer for the key event/idea of the text?

Describe main characters internal and external traits(2.8B)

Ask students to complete a multiple-choice assessment.
● What adjective could be used to describe the main

character?—list four adjectives and allow students to
choose the one that fits best

● What does __________ (character) do to show she is
___________ (adjective)? Leave this as an open-ended
question or give four options.

● The character said, __________________. What in this
sentence shows that the character is ______________
(adjective)? Give four options.

● Give a description about the character, and then ask
students to choose an adjective that shows the character
traits. Give four options.

● Give a description of the external traits of a character and
ask students to circle the name of the character being
described.

● Name three words to physically describe _________
(character).

The student is unable to
describe the main

character's internal and
external traits, even with

adult assistance.

The student is able to
describe the main

character's external traits
with adult assistance.

The student is able to
describe the main

character's external and
internal traits with adult

assistance.

The student is able to
describe the main

character's external and
internal traits without adult

assistance.

Identify and explain the use of repetition(2.10F)

Read a poem or literary piece that uses repetition as a whole-group
and ask students what they notice (they should notice repetition).
Have students discuss why they think the author did that. Record
student understanding on a checklist.

The student is unable to
identify and explain the use

of repetition even with
adult assistance.

The student is able to
identify the use of

repetition with adult
assistance.

The student is able to
identify and explain the use

of repetition with adult
assistance.

The student is able to
identify and explain the use
of repetition without adult

assistance.

Composition (Writing Process, Multiple Genres, Grammar/Mechanics)
1st Reporting Period

Revise drafts by adding, deleting, or rearranging words, phrases or
sentences(2.11C)

The student is unable to
revise drafts by adding,
deleting, or rearranging

words, phrases, or
sentences even with adult

assistance.

The student is able to
recognize where revisions
could be made with adult
assistance but is unable to
make revisions even with

adult assistance.

The student is able to
recognize where revisions
could be made with adult
assistance and is able to

make revisions
independently.

The student is able to
recognize where revisions
could be made and revise
drafts by adding, deleting,

or rearranging words,
phrases, or sentences

independently.



Edit drafts using standard English conventions(2.11D) The student is unable to
edit drafts, even with adult

assistance.

The student is
inconsistently able to edit

drafts, with adult
assistance.

The student is consistently
able to edit drafts, with

adult assistance.

The student is able to edit
drafts independently.

Compose literary text-personal narratives(2.12A)

The student is unable to
dictate or compose literary
texts, including personal

narratives and poetry. The
student may not be able to

stay on topic.

The student is able to
dictate or compose literary
texts, including personal

narratives and poetry, with
extensive assistance and

prompting by the teacher.

The student is able to
dictate or compose literary
texts, including personal

narratives and poetry, with
some assistance and

prompting by the teacher.

The student is able to dictate
or compose literary texts,

including personal
narratives and poetry,

independently.

Compose literary text-poetry(2.12A)

The student is unable to
dictate or compose literary
texts, including personal

narratives and poetry. The
student may not be able to

stay on topic.

The student is able to
dictate or compose literary
texts, including personal

narratives and poetry, with
extensive assistance and

prompting by the teacher.

The student is able to
dictate or compose literary
texts, including personal

narratives and poetry, with
some assistance and

prompting by the teacher.

The student is able to dictate
or compose literary texts,

including personal
narratives and poetry,

independently.

2nd Reporting Period

Compose informational reports(2.12B)
Use the following rubric to monitor students’ progress towards
mastering this SE. This SE should be assessed both while students
are developing drafts and after students have completed their
drafts.

The student is unable to
dictate or compose
informational texts,

including procedural texts
and reports. The student

may not be able to stay on
topic.

The student is able to
dictate or compose
informational texts,

including procedural texts
and reports, with extensive
assistance and prompting

by the teacher.

The student is able to
dictate or compose
informational texts,

including procedural texts
and reports, with some

assistance and prompting
by the teacher.

The student is able to dictate
or compose informational
texts, including procedural

texts and reports,
independently.

3rd Reporting Period

Compose procedural text(2.12B)
Use the following rubric to monitor students’ progress towards
mastering this SE. This SE should be assessed both while students
are developing drafts and after students have completed their
drafts.

The student is unable to
dictate or compose
informational texts,

including procedural texts
and reports. The student

may not be able to stay on
topic.

The student is able to
dictate or compose
informational texts,

including procedural texts
and reports, with extensive
assistance and prompting

by the teacher.

The student is able to
dictate or compose
informational texts,

including procedural texts
and reports, with some

assistance and prompting
by the teacher.

The student is able to dictate
or compose informational
texts, including procedural

texts and reports,
independently.

Compose correspondence(2.12C)
Use the following rubric to monitor students’ progress towards
mastering this SE. This SE should be assessed both while students
are developing drafts and after students have completed their
drafts.

The student is unable to
compose correspondence

such as thank you notes or
letters. The student may not

be able to stay on topic.

The student is able to
compose correspondence

such as thank you notes or
letters, with extensive

assistance and prompting
by the teacher.

The student is able to
compose correspondence

such as thank you notes or
letters, with some

assistance and prompting
by the teacher.

The student is able to
compose correspondence

such as thank you notes or
letters, independently.



Social Studies

Student Expectations

1
Beginning

Student demonstrates
minimal understanding

and needs support.
\

2
Progressing

Student demonstrates
some understanding of
the standard but lacks

proficiency in key
areas.

3
Satisfactory

Student demonstrates
understanding of the
grade-level standard.

4
Mastery

Student demonstrates
comprehensive,

in-depth
understanding of the
grade-level standard.

1st Reporting Period

Identify contributions of historical figures (2.2A/2.14A/2.10B)

Student is unable to
identify the contributions
of historical figures, even

with adult assistance.

Student is able to identify
the contributions of

historical figures, with
adult assistance.

Student is able to identify
the contributions of

historical figures, with
minimal adult assistance.

Student is able to identify
the contributions of

historical figures, without
adult assistance.

Identify and use information on maps and globes using basic map
elements (2.3A)

Student is unable to
identify and use

information on maps and
globes using basic map

elements, even with adult
assistance.

Student is able to identify
information on maps and
globes using basic map

elements, with adult
assistance.

Student is able to identify
and use information on
maps and globes using

basic map elements, with
adult assistance.

Student is able to identify
and use information on
maps and globes using

basic map elements,
independently.

Create maps to show places and routes within the home, school,
and community (2.3B)

Student is unable to create
maps to show places and
routes within the home,
school, and community,

even with adult assistance.

Student is able to create
maps to show places within

the home, school, and
community, with adult

assistance.

Student is able to  create
maps to show places and
routes within the home,
school, and community,
with adult assistance.

Student is able to  create
maps to show places and
routes within the home,
school, and community,

independently.
2nd Reporting Period

Identify and explain the significance of various community, state,
and national landmarks (2.1B)

Student is unable to
identify and explain the
significance of various
community, state, and

national landmarks, even
with adult assistance.

Student is able to create
maps to show places within

the home, school, and
community, with adult

assistance.

Student is able to  create
maps to show places and
routes within the home,
school, and community,
with adult assistance.

Student is able to  create
maps to show places and
routes within the home,
school, and community,

independently.

Create and interpret timelines for events in the past and present
(2.16C)

Student is unable to create
maps to show places and
routes within the home,
school, and community,

even with adult assistance.

Student is able to create
maps to show places within

the home, school, and
community, with adult

assistance.

Student is able to  create
maps to show places and
routes within the home,
school, and community,
with adult assistance.

Student is able to  create
maps to show places and
routes within the home,
school, and community,

independently.

Identify major landforms and bodies of water (2.4A) Student is unable to
identify major landforms

Student is able to identify
some major landforms or

Student is able to identify
major landforms and

Student is able to identify
major landforms and bodies

of water, independently.



and bodies of water, even
with adult assistance.

some bodies of water, with
adult assistance.

bodies of water, with adult
assistance.

3rd Reporting Period

Locate specific places on maps and globes (2.4B)

Student is unable to locate
specific places on maps and

globes, even with adult
assistance.

Student is able to locate
some places on maps and

globes, with adult
assistance.

Student is able to locate
specific places on maps and

globes, with adult
assistance.

Student is able to locate
specific places on maps and

globes, independently.

Identify ways people can conserve and replenish Earth’s resources
(2.5C)

Student is unable to
identify ways people can
conserve and replenish

Earth’s resources, even with
adult assistance.

Student is able to identify
some ways people can

conserve Earth’s resources,
with adult assistance.

Student is able to identify
ways people can conserve

and replenish Earth’s
resources, with adult

assistance.

Student is able to identify
ways people can conserve

and replenish Earth’s
resources, independently.

Distinguish between producing and consuming (2.7A/B)

Student is unable to
distinguish between

producing and consuming,
even with adult assistance.

Student is able to
distinguish between

producing and consuming,
with adult assistance.

Student is able to
distinguish between

producing and consuming,
with minimal adult

assistance.

Student is able to
distinguish between

producing and consuming,
independently.

Math

Student Expectations

1
Beginning

Student demonstrates
minimal understanding

and needs support.

2
Progressing

Student demonstrates
some understanding of
the standard but lacks

proficiency in key
areas.

3
Satisfactory

Student demonstrates
understanding of the
grade-level standard.

4
Mastery

Student demonstrates
comprehensive,

in-depth
understanding of the
grade-level standard.

1st Reporting Period
Representation and Comparison of Whole Numbers: 1st Grading period:  Numbers with 120

Use standard, word, and expanded forms to represent numbers
(2.2B)

The student was not able to
correctly write the three

numbers in standard form,
word form, and expanded

form.

The student was not able to
correctly write the three

numbers in standard form,
word form, and expanded
form, and made significant

errors that did not
contribute to the overall

understanding.

The student was able to
correctly write almost all
three numbers in standard

form, word form, and
expanded form, and made
small errors that did not
contribute to the overall

understanding.

The student correctly wrote
all three numbers in

standard form, word form,
and expanded form.



Use concrete and pictorial models to compose and decompose
numbers in more than one way as a sum of so many thousands,
hundreds, tens, and ones  (2.2A)

The student was not able to
correctly use concrete and

pictorial models to
compose and decompose

numbers up to 120 in more
than one way as a sum of

so many thousands,
hundreds, tens, and ones.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to correctly
use concrete and pictorial
models to compose and

decompose numbers up to
120 in more than one way

as a sum of so many
thousands, hundreds, tens,

and ones.

The student was mostly
able to correctly used
concrete and pictorial

models to compose and
decompose numbers up to
120 in more than one way

as a sum of so many
thousands, hundreds, tens,

and ones.

The student correctly used
concrete and pictorial

models to compose and
decompose numbers up to
120 in more than one way

as a sum of so many
thousands, hundreds, tens,

and ones.

Use place value to compare whole numbers using comparative
language, numbers, and symbols (>, <, or =) (2.2D)

The student was not able to
compare the numbers given
and was not able to justify

his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to compare

the numbers given and
struggled to justify his/her
thinking only representing
the values when prompted.

The student was able to use
place value to compare the

numbers with some
reference to justifying

his/her thinking by
representing the values

being compared.

The student correctly used
place value to compare all

the numbers given and
justified his/her thinking by

representing the values
being compared.

Use place value to order whole numbers using comparative
language, numbers, and symbols (>, <, or =) (2.2D)

The student was not able to
order the numbers given

and was not able to justify
his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to order the

numbers given and
struggled to justify his/her

thinking.

The student was able to use
place value to compare the

numbers with some
reference to justifying

his/her thinking by
representing the values

being ordered.

The student correctly used
place value to order all the

numbers given and justified
his/her thinking verbally,
with models, or pictures.

Locate the position of a given number on an open number line
(2.2E)

The student was not able to
locate the position of a

number on an open number
line and struggled to justify

his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to locate the
position of a number on an

open number line and
struggled to justify his/her

thinking.

The student correctly
located the position of a

number on an open number
line in the majority of

attempts and was able to
justify his/her thinking.

The student correctly
located the position of all
given numbers on an open

number line and was able to
justify his/her thinking.

Whole Number Operations: 1st Grading Period: Numbers within  99

Solve one‐step problems involving addition and subtraction using
a variety of strategies based on place value, including algorithms
(2.4C)

The student did not
correctly solve both
one-step problems

involving addition and
subtraction within 99 using
a variety of strategies based

on place value.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to  correctly

solve both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 99 using a variety of

strategies based on place
value.

The student correctly
solved both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 99, but did not use a
variety of strategies based

on place value.

The student correctly
solved both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 99 using a variety of

strategies based on place
value.

Generate and solve problem situations for a given mathematical
number sentence involving addition and subtraction of whole
numbers (2.4D)

The student was unable to
create a problem situation

involving addition or
subtraction within 99 and

solve it correctly when

The student was limited in
his/her ability to create a
problem situation when
given a number sentence

involving addition or

The student correctly
created a problem situation

involving addition and
subtraction within 99

correctly when given a

The student correctly
created a problem situation

involving addition and
subtraction within 99

correctly when given a



given a number sentence. subtraction within 99 and
struggled to solve it

correctly.

number sentence, but
needed support to solve one

or both problems.

number sentence, and
correctly solved both

problems.

Recall basic facts to add and subtract within 20 with automaticity
(2.4A)

The student was not able to
use strategies and methods

for whole number
computations in order to

solve addition and
subtraction problems with
efficiency and accuracy.

The student was limited in
his/her use of strategies and
methods for whole number
computations in order to

solve addition and
subtraction problems with
efficiency and accuracy.

The student correctly used
strategies and methods for

whole number
computations in order to
solve most addition and

subtraction problems with
efficiency and accuracy.

The student correctly used
strategies and methods for

whole number
computations in order to
solve all the addition and
subtraction problems with
efficiency and accuracy.

Subtract two‐digit numbers using mental strategies and algorithms
based on knowledge of place value and properties of operations
(2.4B)

The student did not
correctly subtract

two-digits numbers within
99 using a variety of

strategies based on place
value and properties of

operations.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to correctly

subtract two-digits numbers
within 99 using a variety of

strategies based on place
value and properties of

operations.

The student correctly
subtracted two-digits

numbers within 99, but did
not use a variety of

strategies based on place
value and properties of

operations.

The student correctly
subtracted two-digits

numbers within 99, using a
variety of strategies based

on place value and
properties of operations.

Determine whether a number up to 40 is even or odd using
pairings of objects to represent the number (2.7A)

The student was not able to
correctly determine

whether a number up to 40
is even or odd using
pairings of objects to
represent the number.

The student was limited in
being able to correctly
determine whether a

number up to 40 is even or
odd using pairings of

objects to represent the
number.

The student was able to
mostly correctly determine
whether a number up to 40

is even or odd using
pairings of objects to
represent the number.

The student correctly
determined whether a

number up to 40 is even or
odd using pairings of

objects to represent the
number.

Data Analysis

Organize a collection of data with up to four categories using
pictographs and bar graphs with intervals of one or more (2.10B)

No specific task. Use classroom observations from student created graphs.

The student is not able to
organize a collection of

datas using pictographs and
bar graphs with intervals of

one or more.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to organize a

collection of datas using
pictographs and bar graphs

with intervals of one or
more.

The student was mostly
able to organize a

collection of datas using
pictographs and bar graphs

with intervals of one or
more.

The student was able to
organize a collection of

datas using pictographs and
bar graphs with intervals of

one or more.

Write and solve one‐step word problems involving addition or
subtraction using data represented within pictographs and bar
graphs with intervals of one (2.10C)

The student was not able to
write and solve one-step
word problems involving

addition or subtraction
using pictographs and bar
graphs with intervals of

one.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to write and

solve word problems
involving addition or
subtraction using data

represented within
pictographs and bar graphs

with intervals of one.

The student was mostly
able to write and solve

word problems involving
addition or subtraction
using data represented

within pictographs and bar
graphs with intervals of

one.

The student was able to
write and solve word
problems involving

addition or subtraction
correctly using data
represented within

pictographs and bar graphs
with intervals of one.

2nd Reporting Period
Representation and Comparison of Whole Numbers: 2nd Grading period: Numbers within  999
Use standard, word, and expanded forms to represent numbers The student was not able to The student was not able to The student was able to The student correctly wrote



(2.2B) correctly write the three
numbers in standard form,
word form, and expanded

form.

correctly write the three
numbers in standard form,
word form, and expanded
form, and made significant

errors that did not
contribute to the overall

understanding.

correctly write almost all
three numbers in standard

form, word form, and
expanded form, and made
small errors that did not
contribute to the overall

understanding.

all three numbers in
standard form, word form,

and expanded form.

Use concrete and pictorial models to compose and decompose
numbers in more than one way as a sum of so many thousands,
hundreds, tens, and ones  (2.2A)

The student was not able to
correctly use concrete and

pictorial models to
compose and decompose

numbers up to 999 in more
than one way as a sum of
so many hundreds, tens,

and ones.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to correctly
use concrete and pictorial
models to compose and

decompose numbers up to
999 in more than one way

as a sum of so many
hundreds, tens, and ones.

The student was mostly
able to correctly use

concrete and pictorial
models to compose and

decompose numbers up to
999 in more than one way

as a sum of so many
hundreds, tens, and ones.

The student correctly used
concrete and pictorial

models to compose and
decompose numbers up to
999 in more than one way

as a sum of so many
hundreds, tens, and ones.

Use place value to compare whole numbers using comparative
language, numbers, and symbols (>, <, or =) (2.2D)

The student was not able to
compare the numbers given
and was not able to justify

his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to compare

the numbers given and
struggled to justify his/her
thinking only representing
the values when prompted.

The student was able to use
place value to compare the

numbers with some
reference to justifying

his/her thinking by
representing the values

being compared.

The student correctly used
place value to compare all

the numbers given and
justified his/her thinking by

representing the values
being compared.

Use place value to order whole numbers using comparative
language, numbers, and symbols (>, <, or =) (2.2D)

The student was not able to
order the numbers given

and was not able to justify
his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to order the

numbers given and
struggled to justify his/her

thinking.

The student was able to use
place value to compare the

numbers with some
reference to justifying

his/her thinking by
representing the values

being ordered.

The student correctly used
place value to order all the

numbers given and justified
his/her thinking verbally,
with models, or pictures.

Locate the position of a given number on an open number line
(2.2E)

The student was not able to
locate the position of a

number on an open number
line and struggled to justify

his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to locate the
position of a number on an

open number line and
struggled to justify his/her

thinking.

The student correctly
located the position of a

number on an open number
line in the majority of

attempts and was able to
justify his/her thinking.

The student correctly
located the position of all
given numbers on an open

number line and was able to
justify his/her thinking.

Use an understanding of place value to determine the number that
is 10 or 100 more or less than a given number (2.7B)

The student was not able to
determine the number that
is 10 or 100 more or less
than a given number and

struggled to justify his/her
thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability  to determine

the number that is 10 or
100 more or less than a

given number and struggled
to justify his/her thinking
using their knowledge of

place value.

The student correctly
determines the number that

is 10 or 100 more or less
than a given number,  with

some reference of place
value to justify his/her

thinking.

The student correctly
determines the number that

is 10 or 100 more or less
than a given number, and
can justify their thinking

using place value.



Whole Number Operations (2nd Grading period: Numbers within 500)

Solve one‐step word problems involving addition and subtraction
using a variety of strategies based on place value, including
algorithms (2.4C)

The student did not
correctly solve both
one-step problems

involving addition and
subtraction within 500

using a variety of strategies
based on place value.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to  correctly

solve both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 500  using a variety
of strategies based on place

value.

The student correctly
solved both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 500, but did not use
a variety of strategies based

on place value.

The student correctly
solved both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 500 using a variety

of strategies based on place
value.

Generate and solve problem situations for a given mathematical
number sentence involving addition and subtraction of whole
numbers (2.4D)

The student was unable to
create a problem situation

involving addition or
subtraction within 500 and

solve it correctly when
given a number sentence.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to create a
problem situation when
given a number sentence

involving addition or
subtraction within 500 and

struggled to solve it
correctly.

The student correctly
created a problem situation

involving addition and
subtraction within 500
correctly when given a
number sentence, but

needed support to solve one
or both problems.

The student correctly
created a problem situation

involving addition and
subtraction within 500
correctly when given a
number sentence, and
correctly solved both

problems.

Add up to four two-digit numbers using mental strategies and
algorithms based on knowledge of place value and properties of
operations (2.4B)

The student did not
correctly add up to four

two-digit numbers using a
variety of strategies based

on place value and
properties of operations.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to correctly
add up to four two-digit

numbers using a variety of
strategies based on place
value and properties of

operations.

The student correctly added
up to four two-digit

numbers, but did not use a
variety of strategies based

on place value and
properties of operations.

The student correctly
added up to four two-digit
numbers, using a variety of

strategies based on place
value and properties of

operations.

Geometry

Classify and sort polygons with 12 or fewer sides according to
attributes, including identifying the number of sides and number of
vertices (2.8C)

The student was not able to
classify and sort the

polygons according to their
attributes, and was limited

in justifying his/her
thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to classify

and sort the polygons
according to their

attributes, and was limited
in justifying his/her

thinking.

The student was able to
correctly classify and sort
almost all of the polygons

according to their
attributes, but used limited

geometric language to
justify his/her thinking.

The student correctly
classified and sorted all of
the polygons according to
their attributes and used
geometric language to
justify his/her thinking.

Classify and sort three‐dimensional solids, including spheres,
cones, cylinders, rectangular prisms (including cubes as special
rectangular prisms), and triangular prisms, based on attributes
using formal geometric language(2.8B)

The student was not able to
classify and sort the 3D

Shapes according to their
attributes, and was limited

in justifying his/her
thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to classify
and sort the 3D Shapes

according to their
attributes, and was limited

in justifying his/her
thinking.

The student was able to
correctly classify and sort

almost all of the 3D Shapes
according to their

attributes, but used limited
geometric language to
justify his/her thinking.

The student correctly
classified and sorted all of

the 3D Shapes according to
their attributes and used
geometric language to
justify his/her thinking.

Measurement

Determine a solution to a problem involving length, including
estimating lengths (2.9E)

The student was not able to
determine a solution to a

problem involving length.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to determine

a solution to a problem

The student was mostly
able to determine a solution

to a problem involving

The student correctly
determined a solution to a
problem involving length,

including estimations.



involving length, including
estimations.

length, including
estimations.

Personal Financial Literacy

Calculate how money saved can accumulate into a larger amount
over time (2.11A)

The student was not able to
calculate how money saved

can accumulate into a
larger amount over time.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to calculate

how money saved can
accumulate into a larger

amount over time.

The student with limited
support was able to

calculate how money saved
can accumulate into a

larger amount over time

The student correctly
calculates how money

saved can accumulate into a
larger amount over time.

Explain that saving is an alternative to spending (2.11B)
The student was not able to

explain that saving is an
alternative to spending.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to explain

that saving is an alternative
to spending.

The student was mostly
able to explain that saving

is an alternative to
spending.

The student correctly
explains that saving is an
alternative to spending.

Distinguish between a deposit and a withdrawal (2.11C)
The student was not able to

distinguish between a
deposit and a withdrawal.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to distinguish

between a deposit and a
withdrawal.

The student was mostly
able to distinguish between
a deposit and a withdrawal.

The student correctly
distinguishes between a

deposit and a withdrawal.

Identify examples of borrowing and lending (2.11D/2.11E)
The student was not able to

identify examples of
borrowing and lending.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to identify

examples of borrowing and
lending.

The student was mostly
able to identify examples of

borrowing and lending.

The student correctly
identifies examples of

borrowing and lending.

3rd Reporting Period
Representation and Comparison of Whole Numbers: 3rd Grading period: Numbers within 1,200

Use standard, word, and expanded forms to represent numbers
(2.2B)

The student was not able to
correctly write the three

numbers in standard form,
word form, and expanded

form.

The student was not able to
correctly write the three

numbers in standard form,
word form, and expanded
form, and made significant

errors that did not
contribute to the overall

understanding.

The student was able to
correctly write almost all
three numbers in standard

form, word form, and
expanded form, and made
small errors that did not
contribute to the overall

understanding.

The student correctly wrote
all three numbers in

standard form, word form,
and expanded form.

Use concrete and pictorial models to compose and decompose
numbers in more than one way as a sum of so many thousands,
hundreds, tens, and ones  (2.2A)

The student was not able to
correctly use concrete and

pictorial models to
compose and decompose
numbers up to 1,200 in
more than one way as a

sum of so many thousands,
hundreds, tens, and ones.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to correctly
use concrete and pictorial
models to compose and

decompose numbers up to
1,200 in more than one way

as a sum of so many
thousands, hundreds, tens,

and ones.

The student was mostly
able to correctly use

concrete and pictorial
models to compose and

decompose numbers up to
1,200 in more than one way

as a sum of so many
thousands, hundreds, tens,

and ones.

The student correctly used
concrete and pictorial

models to compose and
decompose numbers up to

1,200 in more than one way
as a sum of so many

thousands, hundreds, tens,
and ones.

Use place value to compare whole numbers using comparative
language, numbers, and symbols (>, <, or =) (2.2D)

The student was not able to
compare the numbers given
and was not able to justify

his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to compare

the numbers given and
struggled to justify his/her
thinking only representing

The student was able to use
place value to compare the

numbers with some
reference to justifying

his/her thinking by

The student correctly used
place value to compare all

the numbers given and
justified his/her thinking by

representing the values



the values when prompted. representing the values
being compared.

being compared.

Use place value to order whole numbers using comparative
language, numbers, and symbols (>, <, or =) (2.2D)

The student was not able to
order the numbers given

and was not able to justify
his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to order the

numbers given and
struggled to justify his/her

thinking.

The student was able to use
place value to compare the

numbers with some
reference to justifying

his/her thinking by
representing the values

being ordered.

The student correctly used
place value to order all the

numbers given and justified
his/her thinking verbally,
with models, or pictures.

Locate the position of a given number on an open number line
(2.2E)

The student was not able to
locate the position of a

number on an open number
line and struggled to justify

his/her thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to locate the
position of a number on an

open number line and
struggled to justify his/her

thinking.

The student correctly
located the position of a

number on an open number
line in the majority of

attempts and was able to
justify his/her thinking.

The student correctly
located the position of all
given numbers on an open

number line and was able to
justify his/her thinking.

Use an understanding of place value to determine the number that
is 10 or 100 more or less than a given number (2.7B)

The student was not able to
determine the number that
is 10 or 100 more or less
than a given number and

struggled to justify his/her
thinking.

The student was limited in
his/her ability  to determine

the number that is 10 or
100 more or less than a

given number and struggled
to justify his/her thinking
using their knowledge of

place value.

The student correctly
determines the number that

is 10 or 100 more or less
than a given number,  with

some reference of place
value to justify his/her

thinking.

The student correctly
determines the number that

is 10 or 100 more or less
than a given number, and
can justify their thinking

using place value.

Fractions

Explain that the more fractional parts used to make a whole, the
smaller the part; and the fewer the fractional parts, the larger the
part (2.3B)

The student was not able to
explain the portionality of

fractional parts.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to explain the

portionality of fractional
parts.

The student was mostly
able to explain the

portionality of fractional
parts.

The student was able to
correctly explain the

portionality of fractional
parts.

Partition objects into equal parts and name the parts, including
halves, fourths, and eighths, using words (2.3A)

The student was not able to
partition objects into equal
parts and unable to name

the parts.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to partition

objects into equal parts and
unable to name the parts.

The student was mostly
able to partition objects

into equal parts and  name
the parts.

The student correctly
partitions objects into equal
parts and correctly names

the parts.

Use concrete models to count fractional parts beyond one whole
using words and recognize how many parts it takes to equal one
whole (2.3C)

The student was not able to
use concrete models to
count fractional parts
beyond one whole.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to use

concrete models to count
fractional parts beyond one

whole.

The student was mostly
able to use concrete models

to count fractional parts
beyond one whole using

words and recognizes how
many parts it takes to equal

one whole

The student correctly uses
concrete models to count

fractional parts beyond one
whole using words and

recognize how many parts
it takes to equal one whole



Identify examples and nonexamples of halves, fourths, and eighths
(2.3D)

The student was not able to
identify examples and

nonexamples of halves,
fourths, and eighths.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to identify

examples and nonexamples
of halves, fourths, and

eighths.

The student was mostly
able to identify examples

and nonexamples of halves,
fourths, and eighths.

The student correctly
identifies examples and
nonexamples of halves,

fourths, and eighths.

Whole Number Operations (3rd Grading Period: Numbers within  1,000)

Solve one‐step problems involving addition and subtraction using
a variety of strategies based on place value, including algorithms
(2.4C)

The student did not
correctly solve both
one-step problems

involving addition and
subtraction within 1,000

using a variety of strategies
based on place value.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to  correctly

solve both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 1,000 using a variety
of strategies based on place

value.

The student correctly
solved both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 1,000, but did not
use a variety of strategies

based on place value.

The student correctly
solved both one-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 1,000 using a variety
of strategies based on place

value.

Generate and solve problem situations for a given mathematical
number sentence involving addition and subtraction of whole
numbers (2.4D)

The student was unable to
create a problem situation

involving addition or
subtraction within 1,000

and solve it correctly when
given a number sentence.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to create a
problem situation when
given a number sentence

involving addition or
subtraction within 1,000
and struggled to solve it

correctly.

The student correctly
created a problem situation

involving addition and
subtraction within 1,000
correctly when given a
number sentence, but

needed support to solve one
or both problems.

The student correctly
created a problem situation

involving addition and
subtraction within 1,000
correctly when given a
number sentence, and
correctly solved both

problems.

Solve two-step word problems involving addition and subtraction
using a variety of strategies based on place value, including
algorithms (2.4C)

The student did not
correctly solve both
two-step problems

involving addition and
subtraction within 1,000

using a variety of strategies
based on place value.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to  correctly

solve both two-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 1,000 using a variety
of strategies based on place

value.

The student correctly
solved both two-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 1,000, but did not
use a variety of strategies

based on place value.

The student correctly
solved both two-step
problems involving

addition and subtraction
within 1,000 using a variety
of strategies based on place

value.

Determine the value of a collection of coins up to one dollar
(2.5A)

The student was not able to
determine the value of a
collection of coins up to

one dollar

The student was limited in
his/her ability to determine
the value of a collection of

coins up to one dollar.

The student was mostly
able to determine the value
of a collection of coins up

to one dollar

The student correctly
determined the value of a
collection of coins up to

one dollar

Model, create, and describe contextual multiplication situations in
which equivalent sets of concrete objects are joined (2.6A)

The student was not able to
model or create contextual
multiplication situations
with concrete objects.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to model and

create contextual
multiplication situations
with concrete objects and
struggled to describe the

task.

The student was able to
model and create

contextual multiplication
situations with concrete
objects, but needs some
support to describe the

task.

The student was able to
model, create, and describe
contextual multiplication
situations with concrete

objects.



Model, create, and describe contextual division situations in which
a set of concrete objects is separated into equivalent sets (2.6B)

The student was not able to
model or create contextual

division situations with
concrete objects.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to model and
create contextual division
situations with concrete
objects and struggled to

describe the task.

The student was able to
model and create

contextual division
situations with concrete
objects, but needs some
support to describe the

task.

The student was able to
model, create, and describe

contextual division
situations with concrete

objects.

Measurement
Determine the length of an object (2.9A/2.9D)
The student is expected to find the length of objects using concrete
models for standard units of length.
The student is expected to determine the length of an object to the
nearest marked unit using rulers, yardsticks, meter sticks, or
measuring tapes

The student was not able to
find the length of an object

using concrete
manipulatives or a
measurement tool.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to find the
length of an object using

concrete manipulatives or a
measurement tool.

The student correctly uses
concrete manipulatives to

find the length of an object,
but needs support to

correctly use a
measurement tool.

The student correctly uses
concrete manipulatives or a
measurement tool to find
the length of an object.

Use concrete models of square units to find the area of a rectangle
by covering it with no gaps or overlaps, counting to find the total
number of square units, and describing the measurement using a
number and the unit (2.9F)

The student was not able to
use models to find the area

of a rectangle and was
unable to describe his/her

measurement.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to use

models to find the area of a
rectangle and was unable to

describe his/her
measurement.

The student correctly uses
models to find the area of a
rectangle, but is limited in
his/her ability to describe
the measurement using a

number and the unit.

The student correctly uses
models to find the area of a
rectangle and describes the

measurement using a
number and the unit.

Read and write time to the nearest one-minute using analog and
digital clocks (2.9G)

The student was not able to
read and write time to the

nearest one-minute.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to read and
write time to the nearest

one-minute

The student correctly reads
and writes time to the

nearest one-minute with
minimal errors.

The student correctly reads
and writes time to the
nearest one-minute.

Distinguish between a.m. and p.m with a given situation. (2.9G)

The student was not able to
distinguish between a.m.

and p.m with a given
situation.

The student was limited in
his/her ability to distinguish
between a.m. and p.m with

a given situation.

The student correctly
distinguishes between a.m.
and p.m with most of the

given situations.

The student correctly
distinguishes between a.m.

and p.m with all given
situations.



Science

Student Expectations

1
Beginning

Student demonstrates
minimal understanding

and needs support.

2
Progressing

Student demonstrates
some understanding of
the standard but lacks

proficiency in key
areas.

3
Satisfactory

Student demonstrates
understanding of the
grade-level standard.

4
Mastery

Student demonstrates
comprehensive,

in-depth
understanding of the
grade-level standard.

1st Reporting Period
Classify matter by observable physical properties.
(2.5A - classify matter by observable properties including relative
temperature, flexibility, texture, and solid or liquid)

Student cannot accurately
classify properties of

matter

Student can accurately
classify properties of

matters only with adult
assistance

Student can accurately
classify properties of

matter with minimal adult
assistance.

Student can accurately
classify properties of matter

Compare changes in materials caused by heating and cooling
(2.5B - Compare changes in materials caused by heating and
cooling

Student cannot correctly
compare changes in
materials caused by heating
and cooling

Student can correctly
compare changes in
materials caused by heating
and cooling with adult
assistance.

Student can correctly
compare changes in

materials caused by heating
and cooling

with minimal adult
assistance.

Student can correctly
compare changes in

materials caused by heating
and cooling

Demonstrate that physical properties can be changed and
combining materials allows it to do things it normally can’t by
itself.

2.5C Demonstrate that things can be done to materials such as
sanding, cutting, folding and melting to change their physical
properties
2.5D- combine materials that when put together can do things that
they cannot do by themselves such as building a tower or bridge
and justify the selection of those material based on their physical
properties)

Students cannot accurately
demonstrate that physical
properties can be changed
and combining materials
allows it to do things it
normally can’t by itself.

Students can accurately
demonstrate that physical
properties can be changed
and combining materials
allows it to do things it
normally can’t by itself.

with adult assistance

Students can accurately
demonstrate that physical
properties can be changed
and combining materials
allows it to do things it
normally can’t by itself.
minimal adult assistance

Students can accurately
demonstrate that physical
properties can be changed
and combining materials
allows it to do things it
normally can’t by itself.

Investigate how the effects on an object by increasing or correlating
amounts of light, heat and sound
(2.6A - Investigate how the effects on an object by increasing or
correlating amounts of light, heat and sound, such as color of an
object appears different in dimmer light or how heat melts butter)

Students cannot accurately
investigate how the effects
on an object by increasing
or correlating amounts of

light, heat and sound

Students can accurately
investigate how the effects
on an object by increasing
or correlating amounts of
light, heat and sound with

adult assistance

Students can accurately
investigate how the effects
on an object by increasing
or correlating amounts of

light, heat and sound
minimal adult assistance

Students can accurately
investigate how the effects
on an object by increasing
or correlating amounts of

light, heat and sound

Identify how magnets are used in everyday life
(2.6B observe and identify how magnets are used in everyday life)

Student cannot correctly
identify how magnets are

used in everyday life

Student can correctly
identify how magnets are
used in everyday life with

adult assistance

Student can correctly
identify how magnets are
used in everyday life with
minimal adult assistance

Student can correctly
identify how magnets are

used in everyday life



Trace and compare patterns of movement over time
(2.6C - Trace and compare patterns of movement over time such a
spinning, sliding and rolling

Student cannot correctly
trace and compare patterns

of movement over time

Student can correctly trace
and compare patterns of

movement over time
with adult assistance

Student can correctly trace
and compare patterns of

movement over time
with minimal adult

assistance

Student can correctly trace
and compare patterns of

movement over time

2nd Reporting Period
Identify and graph weather patterns to make decisions based on
weather and seasonal information
(2.8A measure, record and graph weather information including
temperature, win conditions, precipitation and cloud cover in order
to identify patterns.
2.8B identify the importance of weather and seasonal information
to make choices in clothing, activities and transportation)

Student cannot identify or
graph weather  patterns to
make decisions based on

weather and seasonal
information

Student can correctly
identify or graph weather
patterns to make decisions

based on weather and
seasonal information with

adult assistance

Student can correctly
identify or graph weather
patterns to make decisions

based on weather and
seasonal information with
minimal adult assistance

Student can correctly
identify or graph weather
patterns to make decisions

based on weather and
seasonal information

Describe patterns in the sky including the Moon
(2.8B Observe, describe and record patterns in the sky, including
Moon)

Student cannot describe
patterns in the sky

including the Moon

Student can correctly
describe patterns in the sky

including the Moon
with adult assistance

Student can correctly
describe patterns in the sky

including the Moon
with minimal adult

assistance

Student can correctly
describe patterns in the sky

including the Moon

Identify basic needs of plants (2.9A) Student cannot identify
basic needs of plants

Student can correctly
identify basic needs of

plants with adult assistance

Student can correctly
identify basic needs of

plants with minimal adult
assistance

Student can correctly
identify basic needs of

plants

Identify, record and compare plants and their interactions and
relationships
(2.9B Identify factors in the environment, including temp and
precipitation, that affect growth and behavior such as dormancy
2.10B Observe, compare how physical characteristics of plants
help them meet their basic needs such as a stem carry water
through the plant)

Student cannot identify,
record and compare plants
and their interactions and

relationship

Student can correctly
identify record and

compare plants and their
interactions and

relationships with adult
assistance

Student can correctly
identify, record and

compare plants and their
interactions and

relationship with minimal
adult assistance

Student can correctly
identify, record and

compare plants and their
interactions and

relationship

3rd Reporting Period

Identify basic needs of animals (2.9A) Student cannot identify
basic needs of animals

Student can correctly
identify basic needs of

animals with adult
assistance

Student can correctly
identify basic needs of

animals with minimal adult
assistance

Student can correctly
identify basic needs of

animals

Identify, record and compare animals and their interactions and
relationships
(2.9B Identify factors in the environment, including temp and
precipitation, that affect growth and behavior such as dormancy
2.10A Observe, compare how physical characteristics of plants
help them meet their basic needs such as a stem carry water
through the plant)

Student cannot identify,
record and compare
animals and their
interactions and

relationships

Student can correctly
identify, record and

compare animals and their
interactions and

relationships with adult
assistance

Student can correctly
identify, record and

compare animals and their
interactions and

relationships
with minimal adult
assistance

Student can correctly
identify, record and

compare animals and their
interactions and

relationships



Compare and record life cycles and food chains
(2.9C/2.10C

Student cannot compare
and record life cycles and

food chains

Student can correctly
compare and record life
cycles and food chains
with adult assistance

Student can correctly
compare and record life
cycles and food chains
of plants with minimal

adult assistance

Student can correctly
compare and record life
cycles and food chains

Compare rocks by size, color and texture
(2.7A Observe, describe and compare rocks by size, color and
texture)

Student cannot compare
rocks by size, color and

texture

Student can correctly
compare rocks by size,

color and texture with adult
assistance

Student can correctly
compare rocks by size,
color and texture with

minimal adult assistance

Student can correctly
compare rocks by size,

color and texture

Identify sources fresh and saltwater (2.7B)
Student cannot identify

sources fresh and saltwater

Student can correctly
identify sources fresh and

saltwater
with adult assistance

Student can correctly
identify sources fresh and

saltwater
with minimal adult

assistance

Student can correctly
identify sources fresh and

saltwater

Distinguish between natural and manmade resources 2.7C

Student cannot distinguish
between natural and
manmade resources

Student can correctly
distinguish between natural

and manmade resources
with adult assistance

Student can correctly
distinguish between natural

and manmade resources
with minimal adult
assistance

Student can correctly
distinguish between natural

and manmade resources


